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Coherent backscattering in a disordered optical medium in the presence of saturation absorption
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We theoretically describe the coherent backscattering peak in a disordered medium in the presence of
saturation absorption. When the excitation intensity is increased above the saturation intensity, the reflectivity
of the incident light increases and the width of the peak becomes narrow. This effect is evident when the
absorption length is comparable to the transport mean free path. The effect of the saturation absorption on the
peak is compared with the effects of the normal absorption and the confined geometry.
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Weak localization is a precursor of Anderson localizatio
which means waves are localized in disordered media w
the disorder becomes a certain critical strength. The mic
scopic mechanism of the weak localization is the constr
tive interference of waves in time-reversed paths. In mic
electronics, this effect explains the negative magne
resistance and the dependence of the resistance on
sample temperature. In optics, the effect of the weak lo
ization directly appears as a coherent backscattering p
The scattered intensity is two times as high as the ba
ground intensity in the backward direction within a range
l/ l * , where l is the wavelength, andl * is the transport
mean free path. Various experimental and theoretical stu
have been reported for the coherent backscattering pea1–8

Etemad examined the effect of the absorption and the c
fined geometry and classified the trajectories.9 Absorption
and the confined geometry remove long trajectories in
medium and makes the top of the coherent backscatte
peak rounded off. Wiersma has reported that the shape o
coherent backscattering is sharpened in an amplifying di
dered medium since long paths are more amplified in
medium.10 In such a scattering and amplifying medium i
terference effect among long paths becomes more impo
and localization of the photon is expected to occur.

In this paper, we theoretically describe the coherent ba
scattering peak in the disordered medium in the presenc
the saturation absorption. Saturation absorption could be
important phenomenon in the disordered medium. Gen
discussed that the path length calculated on the basis
simple diffusion picture is not enough to explain the ga
path length product for the random laser and suggested
the saturation absorption could be the mechanism to exp
the large gain-path length product in the disorde
medium.11 It is also reported that the reflectivity from ab
sorptive medium shows a nonlinear behavior.12 The reflec-
tivity increases when the excitation intensity is increas
above the saturation intensity since the incident light is s
tered out from the medium before it is absorbed. The ex
tation power-dependent photoluminescence spectra in
in strongly scattering media were also explained by the s
ration absorption in the excitation process and the reabs
tion in the luminescence process.13 The effect of the satura
tion absorption could appear in a variety of phenomena
the disorder medium, such as statistics in the fluctuatio
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transmittance, time spreading, and the dynamics in sca
ing. Here, we discuss the intensity and shape of the cohe
backscattering peak in the disordered medium in the p
ence of the saturation absorption.

We consider the reflected light from a semi-infinite a
sorptive disordered medium which occupies the regionz
.0. The incident plane wave with a wave vectork i comes
from the half spacez,0 and illuminates the disordered me
dium. The albedo per unit solid angle around the directionk i
is expressed as3

a~k i ,k f !5
c

4p l * 2 E
0

`E
0

`

e2z1/m l te2z2/m8 l t

3E
r
~11e2 iq•~r2r8!!Q~r ,r 8!d2rdz1dz2 .

~1!

Here,c is the velocity of light,z1 andz2 are projections of
r andr 8 on thez axis,m andm8 are the projections ofk i and
k f on thez axis, l t is the transport mean path which is relat
to the elastic transport mean free pathl * and the absorption
length l a as l t

215 l * 211 l a
21, q[k i1k f , r is the projection

of r2r 8 on the incident surface, andQ(r ,r 8) is the propa-
gator which describes the light transport from an incide
point r to an outgoing pointr 8. Assuming the normal inci-
dence and the backscattering light at a small angle from
direction normal to the incident surface, and the incide
point r and the outgoing pointr 8 is on the same planez
5 l t , the albedo Eq.~1! as a function ofu becomes

a~u!5
clt

2

4p l * 2 E
r
d2r~11e2 ir•q'!Q~r ,r 8!. ~2!

Here, m6m861, q' is the projection ofq on the incident
surface withuq'u62pu/l. Therefore, the interference term
of the coherent backscattering peak is given by the Fou
transform ofuruQ(r ,r 8) on the planez5 l t and the angular
width is aboutl/2p l * .

We analyze the light propagation in the medium with t
saturation absorption. Saturation absorption is a unive
phenomenon. Basically, it is observed in two-level system
Here we consider a three-level system as a realistic sys
where the saturation absorption is observed. Other syste
11 139 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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such as the simple two-level system or the complicated fo
level system could be treated in a similar manner. Let
consider dye molecules, for which we discuss numerical
timation for the experiments, as an example of a three-le
system. The incident light excites the absorbers from
ground stateS0 into the excited stateS2 . The population in
the stateS2 decays into theS1 state just below theS2 state
through the fast nonradiative decay process. The popula
in the S1 state decays to the ground state,S0 with a lifetime
of t. The rate equation for this system is

]N1~r ,t !

]t
5sN0~r ,t !I ~r ,t !2

N1~r ,t !

t
, ~3!

where N0(r ,t) and N1(r ,t) are populations in the groun
stateS0 and the excited stateS1 , respectively, and are relate
to the total population of the absorberN as N5N0(r ,t)
1N1(r ,t). s is the absorption cross section for incide
light. I (r ,t) is the intensity of the incident light. The propa
gation of the light in the medium is analyzed on the basis
the diffusion equation

]I ~r ,t !

]t
5

l * c

3
¹2I ~r ,t !2csN0~r ,t !I ~r ,t !. ~4!

Let us consider the steady-state condition:]N1(r ,t)/]t
50, ]I (r ,t)/]t50. When the intensity of the incident light i
weak, the ground-state population is approximated asN0
5N. The steady-state solution of Eq.~4! is

Q0~r2r 8!5
1

4pDur2r 8u
expS 2

ur2r 8u
j D . ~5!

Here,D5cl* /3 is the diffusion coefficient,j5Al * l a/3 is the
mean penetration depth of light. For the semi-infinite sam
the propagatorQ(r ,r 8) is expressed as

Q~r2r 8!5Q0~r2r 8!2Q0~r2r 8* !, ~6!

wherer 8* is the mirror image ofr 8 in the trapping planez0
located onz0520.7l * .

When the intensity of the incident light is increased, t
saturation in the absorption process becomes important.
steady-state solution of the rate equation is

N0~r !5NS 1

11I ~r !/I s
D , ~7!

where I s51/(st) is the saturation intensity. We calcula
Q(r ,r 8) using the numerical method. The procedure is
follows. The excitation light intensityI (r ) and the local ab-
sorption coefficient are calculated for the infinite beam s
plane wave. Figure 1 shows the normalized spatial distri
tion of the excitation lightI (r ) and the local absorption co
efficient, respectively, as a function ofz for four different
incident light intensities. When an intensity is increased,
incident light penetrates into the deeper region and the lo
absorption coefficient decreases in the medium. In the p
ence of saturation absorption,l t also depends on the inciden
light intensity. Then, a source point is set at a positionr 8
5(0,0,l t). The propagatorQ(r ,r 8) is calculated as the solu
tion of the diffusion equation with thez-dependent absorp
tion coefficient shown in Fig. 1. The shape of the coher
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backscattering peak is calculated as the Fourier transform
uruQ(r ,r 8). Figure 2 showsur2r 8uQ(r ,r 8) for the sample
l a5 l * for two different excitation intensities. Figures 2~a!
and 2~b! are for 0.7I s and 0.73104I s , respectively. When
the intensity is weakur2r 8uQ(r ,r 8) shows exponential be
havior which is characteristic to the absorption process. W
increasing intensity,ur2r 8uQ(r ,r 8) shows linear behavior in
the regionz/ l * ,5, reflecting that the diffusion is the mai

FIG. 1. Solid and dashed lines are calculated curves for
excitation light intensity and the local absorption coefficient forl a

5 l * for four different excitation intensities, 0.7I S , 0.73102I S ,
0.73103I S , and 0.73104I S . The horizontal axis is the distanc
from the incident surface normalized by the transport mean pathl * .
The solid lines indicate the increase of the penetration depth w
increasing excitation intensity and the dashed lines indicate the
crease of the absorption coefficient with increasing excitation int
sity. The spatial distribution of the excitation light intensity at 0
3102I S is almost the same at 0.7I S .

FIG. 2. Normalized spatial distribution ofur2r 8uQ(r ,r 8) for
l a5 l * for two different excitation intensities:~a! 0.7I S and ~b!
0.73104I S .
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mechanism to determine the shape ofur2r 8uQ(r ,r 8) at an
intensity above theI s . Figure 3~a! shows the calculated
curves of the coherent backscattering peaks for the sam
l a5 l * for four different intensities. At weak intensity th
shape of the coherent backscattering peak is rounded
which is a characteristic for the absorptive medium. W
increasing incident light intensity above the saturation int
sity, the shape becomes narrow. At the intensity of
3104I s , the shape almost recovers its original shape wh
is expected without absorption. Figure 3~b! shows similar
calculated curves of the coherent backscattering peaks fo
sample ofl a5100l * . In this case, the shape of the cohere
backscattering peak is not altered significantly as a func
of the intensity of the incident light. The background inte
sity in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! represents the reflectivity of th

FIG. 3. Coherent backscattering peaks at different excita
intensities for two different absorption lengths:~a! The absorption
length is l a5 l * and the excitation intensities for these curves
~A! 0.7I S ; ~B! 0.73102I S ; ~C! 0.73103I S ; and ~D! 0.73104I S .
~b! The absorption length isl a5100l * and the excitation intensitie
for these curves are~E! 0.7I S and ~F! 0.73104I S .

FIG. 4. Reflectivity of the incident light as a function of th
excitation intensity. Solid lines are calculated for four different a
sorption lengths:~A! l a52l * ; ~B! l a520l * ; ~C! l a5200l * ; and
~D! l a52000l * .
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incident light. The increment in the backscattering intens
means that the reflectivity is increased with increasing
incident light intensity. The solid lines in Fig. 4 are the r
flectivity of the incident light calculated using Eqs.~4! and
~7! for different absorption lengths. From all the lines w
understand that in low incident pulse energy, reflectivity d
creases with increasing absorption. It starts to increase a
saturation intensity, and then converges to 1 at an incid
intensity far larger than the saturation intensity.

We compare the effect of saturation absorption on
peak with the effects of the normal absorption and the c
fined geometry. Figure 5 shows the shape of the cohe
backscattering peak for three cases. In all curves, the re
tively of the incident light is set to be 0.46. This means th
for the finite slab, 54% of the incident light will transmitte
and, for the normal and saturation absorption, 54% of
incident light is absorbed, respectively. Etemad has d
cussed the difference of the effects of the finite slab a
normal absorption on the shape of the peak.4 In the normal
absorption all trajectories are terminated with a probabi
exp(2h/la), whereh is the length of the trajectories andl a is
the absorption length. Therefore, the tails as well as the
of the peak is removed. On the other hand, in the case of
finite slab, the short trajectories with length is less th
w2/ l * , wherew is the thickness of the sample, are not su
ject to the effect of the confined geometry. Then the tails
the peak are not altered so much, while the top of the pea
removed. The effect of the saturation absorption to the sh
of the peak is between two effects of the confined geome
and the normal absorption. At the surface region the abs
tion is saturated and absorption is very weak under the c
dition of the saturation absorption. The absorption appear
a step function at a certain distance from the surface wh
depends on the intensity. This suggests that the sample
haves like a slab. In the saturated region, the density of
cident light in Fig. 1 decreases linearly, while in the norm
absorption region the incident light decays as an exponen
function. This results in that the effect of the saturation a
sorption is like the finite slab compared with the norm
absorption.

It is interesting to consider numerical estimation for e

n

e

-

FIG. 5. Dotted and dashed lines are the coherent backscatte
peaks for the normal absorption and the confined geometry, res
tively. The solid line is the calculation for the saturation absorpti
The dotted and solid lines are calculated on the conditionl a

58.6l * and l a5 l * with a semi-infinite size medium, respectivel
In the calculation of the saturation absorption, the incident exc
tion light intensity is 0.73103I S . The dashed line is calculated o
the sample with a thickness of 2.25l * with no absorption.
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perimental systems to observe the effect of the satura
absorption on the peak. A possible system may be a collo
solution containing dye and TiO2 particles in methanol.
When the TiO2 particles of 0.28mm in diameter are dis-
persed in methanol, the transport mean free pathl * is 7 mm
with a particle density of 131012cm23.13 For rhodamine
640 dye with concentration 231022 M, the absorption
length, l a , is 7 mm, thereforel * ; l a , which corresponds to
the calculation shown in Fig. 3~a!. The lifetime of rhodamine
640 is 2 ns. With these parameters, the saturation intensiI S
is estimated to be 431028 ~m22 s21!, which corresponds to
131025 J for the 532 nm pump pulse with 1 ns pulse wid
and 1 mm beam diameter. This excitation pulse energy co
easily be obtained with aQ-switched Nd31YAG laser.

Zyuzin first discussed the shape of the coherent ba
scattering peak in the presence of amplification.14 Amplifi-
cation could significantly alter the propagation of light in
disordered medium since the long paths are more amplifi
Wiersma reported that the shape of the coherent backsca
ing peak becomes sharp in the optically pumped TiAl2O3
powder with amplification gain.10 A more interesting system
may be dye-colloidal systems where the amplifying gain
e
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-

efficient is much higher.15 It has, however, been reported th
in dye-colloidal system, the broad homogeneous broaden
in the dye spectrum results in the saturation in the absorp
not only at a wavelength of excitation light~532 nm! but also
at the wavelength of probe beam~620 nm!, when a strong
excitation beam is incident on the system.13 It would be nec-
essary to consider the saturation effect in the detailed an
sis of the shape of the backscattering peak in this system

In conclusion we have analyzed the reflected light fro
the disordered medium in the presence of saturation abs
tion. When the excitation intensity is increased above
saturation intensity, the reflectivity is increased and the wi
of the peak becomes narrow. This effect is evident when
absorption length becomes comparable to the transport m
free path. The effect of the saturation absorption could
pear in a variety of phenomena in light propagation in t
disordered medium, such as statistics of fluctuations, t
spreading, and dynamic light scattering.
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